We use the definition of the "generalized" derivative to detennine the derivatives of the standard Zvalued logical operations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Rom the continuous viewpoint, this approach makes O=F="false",and 1 = T ="true".
We are doing, in effect, the same thing for k z y logic operations: we first fmd theappropriatedifferential equations for these operations, and then we solve ("inte grate") these equations to get the explicit formulas. In this traditional approach, we generalize the properties of the discretevalued logic to the continuous case. Thus, the generalization goes in the direction from the discrete case to the continuous case.
In this paper, we propose a new approach to such a generalization, an approach in which the generalization goes (in some reasonable sense) in both directions:
in the usual direction, from discrete to continuous, in the opposite direction: from the continuous to the and also discrete case.
Specifically, we do the following:
We start with the notion which is natural to define in the continuous case but which is dillicnlt to define for the original discrete logic ~ the notion of the derivative.
Then, we define a natural generalization of this continuous notion to the discrete case. This is the step where we generalize from the continuous to the discrete case.
A NATURAL GENERALIZATION OF A DERIVATIVE TO THE DISCRETE (2-VALUED) CASE
The derivative of a function f ( t ) is defined as a limit
The limit means that the closer the values tl and tz to t, the more accurately the ratio in the right-hand side of the formula (1) describes the desired derivative. Thus, in practice, to estimate the value of the derivative as accurately as poasihle, we select the d u e s tl < t z to be as close to t as possible, and use the corresponding ratio as the desired estimate:
It is reasonable to use this same idea to define the derivative in the discrete Zvalued case, when the variable t only takes two possible values: 0 and 1. Fmm the viewpoint of this definition, the main difference between the continuous and the discrete cases is as follows:
In the continuous case, we can take the values ti as clwe to t as possible. No matter how close to t the values ti are, the resulting ratio (2) is only an approximation to the actual derivative, and we need the limit operation to define the exact value of the derivatives. In this ease, ta -tl = 1, so (2) turns into the following definition of the discrete derivative:
This natural formula looks trivial, but it is actually very useful in discrete optimization -just like the normal derivative is useful in continuma optimization. Let us just give two references:
In [3] , it is shown how this discrete derivative can he used to design efficient gradient-type heuristic techniques for solving discrete optimization problems (which are usually difficult to solve -NP-hard,
to be more precise). A similar uotion of a discrete derivative turns out to be very useful in a more general granulation framework, when a function f ( t ) is only defined on (fuzzy) granules t , and we want to estimate the rate with which it increases (i.e., its derivative); see, e.g., [l] . Let us show how, with this discrete differentiation o p eration, we can use the above methodology to select the fuzzy logic operations.
FIRST EXAMPLE: SELECTING FUZZ?' NEGATION
Let us start with the simplest fuzzy logic operation: negation f-(z). In 2-valued logic, h ( 0 ) = 1 and f-(l) = 0. To generalize this operation to the interval [0,1], we must find the derivative of the disaete negation.
In accordance with the formula (3), this derivative is
We want to use this same expression for the derivative of a continuous function f@).
Thus, we must find a function f-(z) for which f-(O) = 1 and f-(O) = 1 (since it is a generalization of a classical negation) and for which dfi = -1.
dz
One can easily see that with the given boundary conditions, this differential equation has only one solution:
Thus, our approach leads to the standard negation op f-(Z) = 1 -2.
eration.
IV. SECOND EXAMPLE: SELECTING Fuzzy "AND" (T-NORM)
Selecting a fuzzy 'and"-nperation f&(a, b) is somewhat more difficult than selecting a h z y negation, because, instead of selecting a function of a single variable, we must select a function of two variables. Let us show how it can be done.
Our main idea is that once we fix the value of one of the variables, e.g., the first variable a, then fk(a,b) becomes a function of only one variable: the variable b. Thus, if we can use the above approach to find, for each a from the intend [0,1], the function b --t jk(a,b), we will be able to uniquely reconstruct the values &(a, b) for every Q and b -and hence, the desired function of two variables.
Let us therefore fix (I In accordance with our methodology, as the value of this derivative, we take the discrete derivative Thus, to apply this idea, we must how, for each value a, the d u e s f&(a, 1) and f&(a,O). In other words, we need to know the values of another two auxiliary functions of one variable. These values can also be determined by the above procedure.
As a result, we arrive at the following procedure:
First, we determine the values of the function
fu(a,o):
The initial condition comes from the requirement that this function should be an extension of the classical "and" operation. So, we have
The discrete derivative of this function is equal
We extrapolate the function to arbitrary values of a E [0,1] by wsuming that the same expression holds for the actual derivative
Ba ' Thus, we have a function whose initial value is 0, and whose derivative is 0, so the function is identically 0 f&(a,O) = 0 for all a.
Second, we determine the values of the function fk(a,1):
The initial condition comes from the requirement that this function should be an extension of the classical "and" operation. So, we have f&(0,1) = 0.
The discrete derivative of this function is equal
We extrapolate the function to arbitrary values of a E [0,1] by aasuming that the same expression holds for the actual derivative 
Thus, we have a function whose initial value is 0, and whose derivative is 1, so the function is equal to fv(a,O) = O + 1. a = a for all a.
Second, we determine the values of the function
The initial condition comes from the reqnirement that this function should be an extension of the classical "or" operation. So, we have
The discrete derivative of this function is equal
We extrapolate the function to arbitrary values of a E (0, 11 by assuming that the same expmsion holds for the actual derivative fv(a,1).
Thus, we have a function whoae initial value is 1, and whose derivative is 0, so the function is equal to fv(a,l) = 1 for all a. So, we get the "algebraic sum", one of the t-conom originaur proposed by L. Zadeh in his pioneer paper IS]. I.e., AU three above results are a particular caee of this general proposition. Indeed, for negation, for which f(0) = 1 and f(1) = 0, this proposition implies that 
